JOIN THE EMI TRAINING ACADEMY!
Brussels, 20 - 26 February 2012

Are you an active student with strong interest in European affairs?
Are you fluent in English?
Do you want to meet with officials from the EU Institutions, professionals from the European civil society and consultants to get a first-hand inside view of the workings of the EU?

THEN REGISTER NOW!

The EMI Training Academy is a high-level, tailor-made training course on the workings of the EU institutions and on programs available to university students. During the one-week course students meet with EU professionals based in Brussels in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere.

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: 30 NOVEMBER 2011

For more information contact the European Movement International by sending an email to mljacquemin@europeanmovent.eu or visit the EMI website at www.europeanmovement.eu